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A quick overview of the Fundemental Rights and Algorithms Impact 

Assessment and the Algorithm assessment framework



A tale of two assessment frameworks
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• Netherlands Court of Audit

• 2021-01: Algorithm Assessment Framework

• 2022-05: An Audit of Algorithms

• Utrecht Data School/Utrecht University/Ministry of 

Internal Affairs

• 2021-07: Fundamental Rights and Algorithms Impact 

Assessment

 All available in English
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• Opportunities

• Efficiency

• Transparency (instructions are often more clearly 

defined than human decision making 

• Threats:

• Impacts of government algorithms may not be 

clear. 

• Discrimination

• Lack of control on algorithms produces by external 

parties

• Demystification: debunk ‘myths and hypes’

• No specific tools for auditing or analysing algorithms have 

been developed’

Netherlands Court of Audit’s Algorithm

Assessment framework
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Netherlands Court of Audit’s Algorithm

Assessment framework
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The audit framework
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• Five perspectives

• Governance and accountability

• Model and data

• Privacy

• IT General Controls

• Ethics



An audit of 9 government algorithms
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• Algorithms included:

• Image recognition algorithm to check the 

quality of photo’s in identity documents

• Algorithm that links traffic fines with 

vehicle registration numbers

• Algorithm for grant applications to help 

enterprises through Covid-19

• Policing algorithm to forecast where and 

when high risks exists of incidents

• Alert local authorities to the need for 

performing regulatory checks on social 

assistance benefits. 
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• Discussion and decision making tool for 

government organizations that wish to 

design, use or reassess an algorithm. 

• Based on other existing tools:

• Algorithm assessment framework 

from the chamber of audit

• GDPR Data Protection Impact 

Assessment Template

• EU Ethical Guidelines for 

Trustworthy AI

• Non-discrimination by design 

guideline

Fundemental Rights and Algorithms Impact 

Assessment (FRAIA)
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Fundemental Rights and Algorithms Impact 

Assessment (FRAIA)
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Phase 4: Fundemenal Rights
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FRAIA’s application: the example of Rotterdam

• General Training programme: 75+ public servants have been 

trained

• FRAIA applied in Rotterdam:

• License plate scanning: Worries about algorithm were debunked with 

FRAIA

• The city stopped with the employment of a an AI system that 

predicted potential fraud by citizens who received social minimum 

assistance. 

• The city wishes to create a citizenpanel to discuss algorithms used by 

the municipality based on FRAIA
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Thank you

Contact: c.duijst@mensenrechten.nl

mailto:c.duijst@mensenrechten.nl

